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Abstract� Federated database systems allow users to query dierent autonomous databases
with a single request� The answer to those requests must be found on the underlying databases�
This answering process can be improved if some data are cached within the federated database
system� The article presents an approach that allows the de�nition of an optimal cache for a
federated database system according to a set of parameters� We show the types of objects to
be cached� the cost model used to decide which ones are worth caching and the method to �nd
the optimal set of objects to cache� Moreover� this approach continuously updates the set of
parameter values and periodically rede�nes the optimal cache in order to re�ect changes in the
user requirements or in the implementation features of the underlying databases� The article
also presents how cached data can be used to answer a user query� Furthermore� the advantages
of using a Knowledge Representation System based on Description Logics in order to de�ne an
optimal cache for a federated database system are shown through the paper�

Keywords� description logics� federated databases� caching techniques� query processing

�� Introduction

Nowadays� the interest in working with data stored on heterogeneous and au�
tonomous data repositories is growing� In that context� MultiDataBase Sys�
tems �MDBS� have been proposed as a solution to work with di�erent pre�
existing autonomous databases� Federated DataBase Systems �FDBS� are a
special type of MDBS where an integrated view is provided�� This integrated
view is the result of an integration process among the schemata of the pre�
existing autonomous databases� There exist many distinct approaches for build�
ing a FDBS� namely the Entity�Relationship model approach �Larson et al�� �	
	�
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Spaccapietra et al�� �		��� the Object�Oriented approach �Ahmed et al�� �		��
Czejdo and Taylor� �		��� and the Knowledge Representation Systems �KRS� ap�
proach �Collet et al�� �		�� Sheth et al�� �		��� In our case we have built a FDBS
that integrates several heterogeneous relational databases� by using a particular
type of KRS based on Description Logics� �DL system�� The integrated view� built
upon the di�erent relational database schemata� is seen as a knowledge base� formed
by a set of classes and attributes� and the extension of the knowledge base �the in�
stances of the classes and attribute values� is in fact in the underlying databases�
When a query is formulated over that knowledge base� the answer must be obtained
from the di�erent databases� In �Blanco et al�� �		 ���� Blanco et al�� �		 ����
we show the advantages of using a DL system for building a Federated Relational
Database System�

Three di�erent types of problems are involved when building a FDBS� transla�
tion of the underlying database schemata into schemata expressed in a canonical
model� integration of the translated schemata into an integrated view and query
processing of the user�formulated queries over the integrated view by accessing the
underlying databases� Although there has been a great deal of research regarding
the problems of translation and integration of schemata to obtain integrated views
�Bertino et al�� �	
	� Larson et al�� �	
	� Navathe et al�� �	
	� Collet et al�� �		��
Sull and Kashyap� �		�� Spaccapietra et al�� �		�� Qutaishat et al�� �		�� and
�Pitoura et al�� �		��� the problem of query processing against these integrated
views has not been dealt with in depth�

In general the query processing problem is a hot topic in many database re�
search areas� In particular� query processing in distributed database systems
has been studied in detail �Ceri and Pelagatti� �	
� Ozsu and Valduriez� �		��
but the solutions proposed are not the same as the solutions needed for multi�
database systems because of the autonomy and heterogeneity of the component
databases �Dayal� �	
�� Ozsu and Valduriez� �		�� Schild� �		�� Du et al�� �		��
Lu et al�� �		�� Du et al� �		�� Kim� �		��� and therefore more research is needed
in order to solve all the problems that appear dealing with multidatabase systems�
With this aim� we have de�ned a new query processing strategy� A signi�cant
innovation for the type of query processing that we propose is in the
introduction of a cache memory which we explain in this paper� Deal�
ing with FDBSs� it is worth having some data cached within the system in order
to avoid accessing the underlying databases each time a user formulates a query�
Communications costs involved in transferring intermediate results and the �nal
reconstruction of the answer can thus be avoided�

The goal of this paper is twofold� to present an approach that allows the de�nition
of an optimal cache according to a de�ned set of parameter values and a method to
verify whether data are cached or not when a query is formulated� With this purpose
we present �rst a brief review of related works� Then we introduce the notion of
implicit caching as opposed to the notion of explicit caching� Next� we show the
types of objects to be cached and the way of computing the set of implicitly cached
queries� Moreover we present how to detect whether a query is cached� Later on we
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introduce the cost model de�ned in order to select which objects are worth caching
and the method that selects the optimal set of objects to cache� Finally we present
some experimental results� Although the general features of our approach can be
applied to di�erent kinds of federated database systems� for example to those that
use the Object�Oriented approach� we illustrate through the paper the advantages
of dealing with DL systems� These advantages can be synthesized in the following
points� the possibility of caching sets of objects that verify some conditions instead of
entire classes� dealing with two types of caching � explicit and implicit � and lastly�
using the classi�cation mechanism provided by DL systems in order to verify whether
queries are cached�

�� Related works

There exist many works in the literature concerning the topics of integration of
multiple repositories and caching techniques� A detailed revision of all of them
would go beyond the scope of this paper� Nevertheless� we mention some that are
related to our work�

On the one hand� in the area of integration of multiple repositories� we can iden�
tify two tendencies when trying to solve the problem� �� to use the notion of a
mediator as a way of formulating the semantic information necessary to integrate
the heterogeneous sources� and �� to provide a uni�ed view �or several� of the in�
formation sources� Our work� as mentioned before� is included in the group that
follows this last tendency�

Among the works that follow the �rst tendency we point out two projects� HER�
MES project at the University of Maryland �Adali et al�� �		�� and the TSIMMIS
project at Stanford University �Chawathe et al�� �		�� In the HERMES project
a mediator may maintain local caches consisting of the results of previous calls�
They also introduce the notion of an invariant that provides knowledge about how
to use a cache� Furthermore� they propose a cost�based optimization technique
that caches statistics of actual calls to the sources� Focusing the comparison with
our work in the aspects related with the cache �taking into account that we do
not use the approach of mediators� the main di�erence lies in the way of verify�
ing whether the query is cached� For this we take advantage of the classi�cation
mechanism provided by DL systems� In the TSIMMIS Project the interpretation of
the Mediator Speci�cation Language that they propose presents many query opti�
mization challenges� however� they do not deal with particular caching optimization
techniques�

Many works can also be found in the literature that follow the second tendency�
Pegasus �Ahmed et al�� �		�� and Carnot �Woelk et al�� �		�� Collet et al�� �		��
are two important projects in this area but none of these works incorporate a
cache memory for the query processing� Another two relevant works that are more
closely related to ours since they also deal with DL systems� are �Arens et al�� �		��
and �Levy et al�� �		��� In �Arens et al�� �		�� they show the SIMS system� which
integrates data from several heterogeneous and distributed information sources
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�databases and LOOM knowledge bases� by using the LOOM DL system� From
the query processing point of view they reformulate the queries by selecting the
appropriate information sources� create plans to answer the query� perform se�
mantic optimization of the plan by exploiting knowledge about the domain and
the information sources and execute the optimized plan� They also point out
in �Arens and Knoblock� �		� that during the query processing� there can exist
classes that are worth caching� and give several principles that describe the inter�
esting data to cache� We also present some principles of caching and� furthermore�
we have de�ned a cost model in order to evaluate the bene�t and cost of having the
objects in the cache memory� with which the optimal set of objects worth caching
can be calculated� We also distinguish between two replacement strategies� the
static� applied between sessions� and the dynamic� applied during the query pro�
cessing inside a session� In �Levy et al�� �		��� they present a global information
system that comprises di�erent information systems as databases� object�oriented
knowledge bases and structured �les� The uni�ed view of the information sources
is expressed in CLASSIC DL system� They have designed a query optimization
applied to minimize the number of information sources accessed during the query
processing� but they do not consider the response times for queries nor incorporate
a cache memory to improve the e�ciency�

On the other hand� work on caching in databases has been done exten�
sively through the notions of a materialized view �Stonebraker et al� �		��
and caching in Client�Server architectures �Carey et al�� �		�� Alonso et al�� �		��
Delis and Roussopoulos� �		��� We mention here some that treat two important
aspects considered in this paper� �� how to build a cache and �� how to determine
that a query result is entirely contained in the cache �cache completeness	� Concerning
the �rst aspect� how to build a cache� in �Roussopoulos� �	
� ���� it is described an
algorithm for a similar problem to �nd the set of optimal indexed views with a total
size less than a given one� However� this algorithm is not appropriate in our case
because it has the following restriction� all the base relations must be indexed and
a view can be indexed only if it is based on other indexed views or base relations� In
our case� it is possible to cache a class description where non�cached classes appear�
In �Sellis� �	
�� it is described a process for �nding an optimal set of relational
queries to cache� In this case� to cache a relational query it is not necessary to have
cached all the relations or views upon which it is based� But� a relational query is
considered independent of the others and so� it does not take into account that some
queries include others as it is done in our case� In �Gupta� �		�� polynomial�time
heuristics are presented for selection of views to optimize total query response time�
for some important special cases of the general data warehouse scenario� Related
with the second aspect� how to determine that a query result is entirely contained
in the cache� many works can be found that treat a similar problem of answering
queries using views� We mention the work presented in �Levy et al�� �		�� which
considers the problem of answering conjunctive queries using in�nite sets of views
encoded by using a Datalog program� In our case instead of Datalog we use a sys�
tem based on DL and the set of considered views is �nite� Furthermore� we point
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out the work presented in �Keller and Basu� �		�� where� in order to reduce the
complexity of the reasoning process to determine query completeness� they intro�
duce the notion of conservative cache description� This notion allows them to �nd
out in an e�cient way if some queries are cached� however some others which are
in fact cached will not be detected� In our case we detect all of them�

�� An intuitive notion of a set of Implicitly Cached Queries ICQ

When the answers to some queries are stored in a cache memory� that is� when some
queries are explicitly cached� then some other queries become implicitly cached�
those queries that can be answered with the data contained in the cache� In this
section we give an intuitive notion of implicitly cached queries and in the next
section� we will de�ne it precisely for the case where a DL system is used� It is
important to identify the set of implicitly cached queries due to two main reasons�

� This set takes part in the process of calculating the total bene�t obtained by
having some queries explicitly cached due to implicitly cached queries also con�
tribute to that bene�t�

� This set is necessary during the query processing in order to know if a query
can be answered with the objects stored in the cache memory�

An intuitive notion of set of implicitly cached queries ICQ is the next one�

Given an object�centered model where it is veri�ed that

�� a query is recursively built from base sets and constants by using some operators

�� the explicit cache may contain sets of objects and attribute values for those sets
�each characterized by a query or by a query with projection of an attribute�	


� there exists some general theory of query equivalence�

then the set ICQ is composed by queries that are equivalent to ones that are built
using as base sets only sets in the explicit cache�

In the following we show a couple of examples� one considering SQL tables� queries
and views� and the other one considering DL terms and queries�

Example using SQL

Let us suppose that we have two SQL tables student and teacher with an
attribute name and a view teaching assistant de�ned as follows�

create view teaching assistant as

select name

from student� teacher

where student�name�teacher�name
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If the view teaching assistant were cached� then the next query would be
implicitly cached by the previous view�

select name

from student� teacher

where student�name�teacher�name

and name��John�

Notice that it is not enough to realize that the set of tuples of the second query
is included in �or subsumed by� the set of tuples of the view teaching assistant�
It also must be possible to identify which of the tuples stored in the cache memory
are tuples of the answer to the query�

For example� the tuples of the answer to the next query are in the cache memory
�because all of them are teaching assistants� but it is not possible to identify which
of the cached teaching assistants study course number A�� if the table studies
is not cached�

select name

from student� teacher

where student�name�teacher�name

and name��John�

and student�name in �select stu name from studies

where course name � �A��	�


Example using DL

Supposing that there exists a knowledge base �see Table �� with the classes course�
person �with attribute name� and two subclasses teacher �with attributes teaches	
teaches to and title� and student �with attribute studies�� All the previous classes
are primitive classes because they are described in terms of necessary conditions�
There are also four de�ned classes in the knowledge base �teaching assistant	 su�
per student	 super teaching assistant and lucky teacher� that are described in terms
of necessary and su�cient conditions�

When the queries getall student and getall teacher are explicitly cached� then the
query getall teaching assistant is implicitly cached because it can be answered from
the cache�

In this article we study the set ICQ only for the case where a DL system is used
because we take advantage of the possibilities o�ered by these kinds of systems�

�� Computation of ICQ when the query language is based on DL

Depending on the features of the object�centered model used� the set of ICQ de�ned
in the previous section can be computed in a di�erent way� We show here the case
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Table 	� Knowledge base

CLASSES

person �� anything
student �� person
teacher �� person
course �� anything
teaching assistant �� teacher and student
super student �� student and atleast���	studies� and studies�A����
super teaching assistant �� teacher and student and atleast���	studies�
lucky teacher �� teacher and atmost��	teaches to�

ATTRIBUTES

name �� domain�person� and range�string�
title �� domain�teacher� and range�string�
teaches �� domain�teacher� and range�course�
teaches to �� domain�teacher� and range�student�
studies �� domain�student� and range�course�

where a DL system is used� For that� we present �rst the types of objects to
be cached� next the de�nition of Most Immediate Superclasses MIS� then the
de�nition of set of implicitly cached queries ICQ and �nally the method of how to
compute the ICQ incrementally�

Notice that the three conditions expressed in the intuitive notion are veri�ed when
dealing with a DL system�

�� queries are expressed as descriptions of classes containing atomic class names
and attribute restrictions like cardinality and value restrictions to speci�c �llers
and with possibly� projection of some attributes for these queries�

�� the explicit cache may contain sets of objects and attribute values for those sets
�see below in subsection ����

�� there is also a well�known general theory of query equivalence within these
systems� a class description is equivalent to another one if the �rst one subsumes
the second one and the second one subsumes the �rst one� DL systems provide
the users with functions that calculate subsumption relationships between class
descriptions�
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���� Types of objects to be cached

When working with a DL system there are two di�erent types of values associated
with every instance� the object identi�er �OID�� that is the unique value that
identi�es such an instance and the particular values taken by its attributes� The
question now is which data should be cached� OIDs or values� If only OIDs are
cached� less space is needed and probably fewer problems arise with the consistency
of the cache� but queries that refer to value instances� the most common ones� will
not be able to be answered accessing only to the cache�

For example� let us suppose that the following queries� are formulated�

� getall person

It asks for the OIDs of the instances of the class person�

� getall student and atleast��	studies�

It asks for the OIDs of the instances of the class student that have at least two
values for the attribute studies�

� rf�name� for getall person

It asks for the value of the attribute name and the OIDs for each instance of
the class person�

In the �rst two previous queries the answer is a set of OIDs that correspond to
the class description� These identi�ers do not give much information because they
are automatically generated by the system� In the third one the result of the query
is the set of pairs �OID�value of the attribute name��

It is obvious that in order to answer the �rst query from the cache it is necessary
to have stored all the OIDs of person� and in order to answer the third query it
is necessary to have stored all the OIDs of person and the values of the attribute
name� But what about the second one� There are two possibilities� �� to have
stored all the OIDs of the class description student and atleast��	studies� or �� to
have stored all the OIDs of the class student and all the values of the attribute
studies and then to look for all the students that have at least two values for the
attribute studies in the cache�

Therefore we can conclude that it is possible to cache the OIDs of the instances of
a class description �hereafter to cache a class description� and to cache the attribute
values for each instance of a class description �hereafter to cache an attribute for
a class�� Notice that this is di�erent from working with object�oriented database
systems where only instances of entire classes can be cached� DL systems allow one
to cache instances of entire classes �e�g� getall person� as well as instances of a class
description �e�g� getall student and atleast��	studies���

Moreover� dealing with DL systems� to cache class descriptions or attributes is
the same as to cache the answers to queries �see Table ��� For the class descriptions
of those queries� new classes �not visible to the user� are added to the integrated
view to which we call query classes�
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Table � Equivalence between objects to cache and queries�

object to cache corresponding query

class description getall class description
attribute for a class description rf�attribute� for getall class description

���� Most Immediate Superclasses �MIS�

Let T � fT��� � ��TP g be the set of classes and attributes that form the integrated
view� C the set of classes and attribute restrictions that form the class description
of the query C � fC��� � ��CNg then the set of Most Immediate Superclasses �MIS�
corresponding to the query is�

MIS � fD j �D � T �D � C� � �D subsumes �C� and � � � and CN��
��E�E � MIS �E �� D � E does not subsume D�g

This set of Most Immediate Superclasses MIS � fD��� � ��DMg veri�es�

�� �i��Di � T � � �Di � C��

Every element of MIS is in the integrated view or in the query�

�� �i�j �i �� j � Di does not subsume Dj�

There is not an element in the set MIS that subsumes another one in that set�

�� �D ��D � T � D � C� � �D subsumes �C� and � � � and CN �� �

��D �MIS� ���E�E �MIS � �D subsumes E�����

Every class of the integrated view or term included in the query that subsumes
the class description belongs to MIS except if there is already another element
in MIS subsumed by it�

In Figure � the set MIS can be seen as the set of most speci�c classes in the
integrated view that subsume the class description of the query and the set of non�
redundant restrictions of the query� In Appendix A we demonstrate that the class
description is semantically equivalent to the intersection of all the elements of the
set MIS�

The set MIS corresponding to the query

getall teacher and student and atleast���	studies� and atmost��	teaches to�



	


C1 CiC2

D2 DjD1

anything

The set MIS is {D1,...Dj,Dj+1,....DM}

contains attribute restrictions (Dk are included in Ck)

contains class names of the integrated view

CLASS DESCRIPTION: C1 and .... and Ci   and   Ci+1 and .... and CN

EQUIVALENT TO: D1 and .... and Dj   and   Dj+1 and .... and DM

Figure 	� Most Immediate Superclasses�

is fsuper teaching assistant	lucky teacher	atleast���	studies�g� which veri�es the
previous properties� �� super teaching assistant and lucky teacher belong to the in�
tegrated view �see Table �� and atleast���	studies� is a restriction of the query�
�� none of the elements of the set MIS subsumes another one and �� the
classes in the integrated view and elements in the query that subsume the class
description are person	 student	 teacher	 teaching assistant	 super student	 su�
per teaching assistant	 lucky teacher	 atleast���	studies� and atmost��	teaches to��
The �rst �ve elements subsume super teaching assistant� The next three ele�
ments belong to the MIS set and the last one� atmost��	teaches to�� subsumes
lucky teacher�

However� notice that the previous de�nition of set MIS guarantees that there is
only one possible set MIS for a query� but it does not guarantee that there are
not redundant elements in the set MIS�

For example� if we add the next class to the knowledge base of Table �

lucky student �� student and atmost��	teaches to�

then the MIS set corresponding to the query

getall teacher and student and atmost��	teaches to�

would be fteaching assistant	 lucky teacher	 lucky studentg� although teach�
ing assistant subsumes the class description lucky teacher and lucky student �in fact
any of three subsumes the intersection of the two other��

In order to guarantee that there are not redundant elements in set MIS� then
the previous conditions should have to be stronger�



		

� The new condition � would be�

�i �Di does not subsume �D� and � � � and Di�� and Di�� and � � � and DM ��

There is not an element in the set MIS that subsumes the intersection of the
rest of the elements in MIS�

� And the new condition � would be�

�D ��D � T � D � C� � �D subsumes �C� and � � � and CN �� �

��D �MIS� ���E�� � � � � Ek�Ei �MIS � �D subsumes E� and � � � and Ek�����

Every class of the integrated view or term included in the query that subsumes
the class description belongs to MIS except if there is already an intersection
of elements in set MIS subsumed by it�

We use the �rst de�nition of set MIS because at this point there is not
enough information to decide which of the possible non�redundant MIS sets
is better� For example� we cannot know which of the next possible MIS is
better� fteaching assistant	 lucky teacherg� fteaching assistant	 lucky studentg or
flucky teacher	 lucky studentg� in other words� which of the three elements �teach�
ing assistant	 lucky teacher or lucky student� should be taken out from MIS� The
work presented in this paper is part of a broader query processing strategy in which�
when the user query cannot be completely answered from the cache memory� then
a set of heuristics are applied to decide what subqueries have to be asked in the
underlying databases� Eliminating some speci�c elements in the set MIS at this
point may lead to losing optimization opportunities later� However� we assume that
the selected de�nition of MIS imposes more conditions than those strictly needed
in order to verify query completeness� In our example� the query getall teacher and
student and atmost��	teaches to� will be detected as cached if teaching assistant and
lucky teacher and lucky student are cached� However� the real condition would be if
�teaching assistant and lucky teacher� or �teaching assistant and lucky student� or
�lucky student and lucky teacher� were cached�

Finally� we focus on the complexity of the operation to calculate the MIS set�
In �Buchheit et al�� �		� it is demonstrated that the operation to calculate sub�
sumption relationships between class descriptions C and D of a terminology T can
be decided in polynomial time in the size of the number of terms in T and in the
number of terms in the class descriptions C and D� This is veri�ed when the class
descriptions are built using atomic class names and attribute restrictions like cardi�
nality and value restrictions to speci�c �llers� Therefore� in order to calculate the
MIS set corresponding to the query q the subsumption test has to be performed
a polynomial number of times �also in the size of the number of terms in T and in
the number of terms in the class description of the query q�� We can conclude that
the complexity of calculating the MIS set is also polynomial because in our case
the class descriptions verify the previous restrictions�
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���� Set of implicitly cached queries ICQ

Looking at the intuitive notion of set of implicitly cached queries ICQ given in
Section � that says that the set ICQ is composed by queries that are equivalent
to ones that are built using as base sets only sets in the explicit cache� it can be
realized that there can be a huge number of equivalent queries considering all the
combinations of queries in the explicit cache memory� Therefore� the set ICQ may
be composed by many queries that have not been previously made and with no
guarantees of being asked in the future� In order to solve this problem� we only
consider queries that have already been made to the system� So the problem of
�nding all the implicitly cached queries corresponding to a set of explicitly cached
queries is reduced to the problem of �nding	 among all the previously asked queries	
those that are implicitly cached by the set of explicitly cached queries�

LetQ be the set of queries made previously to the system� then the set of implicitly
cached queries ICQ can be calculated for a set of explicitly cached queries ECQ�

� A class C that belongs to the integrated view� C � T � is explicitly cached
by storing the instances in the cache memory and adding getall C to the set
ECQ� Any explicitly cached class is associated with a name that is added to
the integrated view�

� An attribute r � T is explicitly cached for a class C � T by storing their
corresponding values in the cache memory and adding rf�r� for getall C to
the set ECQ� An attribute can be explicitly cached only for classes that are
explicitly cached�

� A query q 	 �rf�r� for� getall C is implicitly cached� denoted by q � ICQ� if all
the classes whose names �Di� appear in the set MIS corresponding to the query
q are explicitly or implicitly cached �getall Di � ECQ or getall Di � ICQ� and
all the attributes that appear in the set MIS and the attributes to be projected
in the query �rj� are also cached� that is� if rf�rj� for getall D � ECQ 
 ICQ
where D subsumes C�

Therefore� if the sets Q and ECQ are known� the set ICQ is de�ned in a recursive
way as follows�

ICQ � f q 	 �rf�r� for� getall C j
�q � Q� � �q �� ECQ� � �classes�MIS�q�� � ECQ 
 ICQ� �

��rl � �attributes�MIS�q�� 
 frg� �D ��rf�rl� for getall D � ECQ 
 ICQ�
� �D subsumes C���g

For example� using the knowledge base of Table �� if the queries getall teacher�
getall student and rf�studies� for getall student are explicitly cached then� the
queries getall teaching assistant	 getall super teaching assistant and getall su�
per student would be implicitly cached�
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� getall teaching assistant is implicitly cached because

the MIS�teaching assistant� � fstudent�teacherg and both classes are cached

� getall super student is implicitly cached because

the MIS�super student� � fstudent�atleast����studies��studies��A���g and
the class student is cached and the attribute studies is cached for student� a
subsumer of super student

� getall super teaching assistant is implicitly cached because

the MIS�super teaching assistant� � fstudent�teacher�atleast����studies�g and
both classes student and teacher are cached and the attribute studies is cached
for student� a subsumer of super teaching assistant

Notice that although getall teacher is explicitly cached� the query getall
lucky teacher� that is subsumed or contained by the previous one� is not implic�
itly cached because it is not possible to identify which teachers are lucky teachers
without knowing which teachers do not teach students at all�

Finally� the cases of implicit caching can increase depending on the operations
supported by the particular system based on DL� In our case� as the system used�
BACK� does not support the generalization nor the complement operations� the
intersection operation has been the only operation used� For example� the class
teaching assistant de�ned as the intersection of the classes teacher and student is
implicitly cached when its most immediate subsumers �teacher and student� are
cached� However� when the generalization operation is provided� it is possible to
de�ne the class person as the total generalization of student and teacher �person
�� student or teacher�� In this case� the class person would be implicitly cached if
student and teacher were cached� Dealing with the complement operation� if student
and atleast�
	studies� were cached then student and atmost��	studies� would be
implicitly cached because atmost��	studies� is the complement of atleast�
	studies��

���� Incremental computation of ICQ

Although the previous de�nition shows how the set of implicitly cached queries
ICQ can be calculated� it is more interesting to know how the set of implicitly
cached queries ICQ changes when a new query becomes explicitly cached� that is�
how changes in ECQ can a�ect ICQ�

�� The caching of a class description may implicitly cache another class description�

For example� suppose that rf�studies� for getall student is cached� when getall
teaching assistant becomes cached then getall super teaching assistant will be
implicitly cached because the instances of super teaching assistant are the in�
stances of teaching assistant� with at least ten values in the attribute studies�
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�� The caching of a class description may implicitly cache an attribute�

If the attribute name is cached for the class person �rf�name� for getall person��
when the query getall student becomes cached then name will also be implicitly
cached for student �rf�name� for getall student��

�� The caching of an attribute may implicitly cache a class description�

If the attribute studies is cached for the class student� �rf�studies� for getall
student� then the query getall super student is implicitly cached because any
instance of super student is an instance of student with at least ten values in
the attribute studies� including value �A����

� The caching of an attribute for a class may implicitly cache that attribute for
another class description�

If the queries getall person and getall student are cached when the attribute
name becomes cached for the class person �rf�name� for getall person�� then
name will also be implicitly cached for student �rf�name� for getall student�
because if the names are known for all the persons and the students can be
identi�ed from those persons� then the names for the students are also known�

Notice that it is possible to implicitly cache class descriptions� in particular cases
� and �� only when working with systems based on DL� but not with OODBMS�
because although OODBMS allow for expressing some conditions when de�ning
classes� these conditions are necessary but not su�cient�

Therefore we can conclude that

� when a class description is explicitly cached

then queries that have that class description as a super class may become im�
plicitly cached� and queries that project an attribute for the class description
become cached if the attribute is cached for a super class of the class description�

� when an attribute is explicitly cached for a class description

then queries that have a restriction for that attribute may become implicitly
cached� and queries that project that attribute for a cached subclass of the class
description become cached�

In both cases� queries that may be implicitly cached are obtained� but in order
to know if they are implicitly cached� it has to be proved that they verify the
previous de�nition of ICQ� Observe that the incremental computation of ICQ is
based on the idea of the set of Implicitly Cached Candidate Queries ICCQ� The
set ICCQ corresponding to each query is calculated �rst and used in the algorithm
of incremental computation of ICQ�

De�nition	 The set of Implicitly Cached Candidate Queries ICCQ is the set of
queries that can be implicitly cached by the set ECQ� A query q 	 �rf�r� for� getall
C is candidate to be implicitly cached� denoted by q � ICCQ� if at least one of the
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classes whose names �Di� appear in the set MIS corresponding to the query q is
explicitly or implicitly cached �getall Di � ECQ or getall Di � ICQ� or at least one
of the attributes that appear in the set MIS and the attributes to be projected in
the query �rj� is also cached� that is� if rf�rj� for getall D � ECQ 
 ICQ where D
subsumes C� This same query q would be implicitly cached if all the classes in the
set MIS and all the attributes were cached�

ICCQ � f q 	 �rf�r� for� getall C j
�q � Q� � �q �� ECQ� �

�D �getall D � classes�MIS�q�� � �getall D � ECQ 
 ICCQ�� �
��rl � �attributes�MIS�q�� 
 frg� �D ��rf�rl� for getall D � ECQ 
 ICCQ�

� �D subsumes C��� g

The following algorithm calculates the set ICQ by looking up only the candidate
queries to be implicitly cached and not all of them� These candidates queries can be
precomputed for each already made query of Q and stored in a table of parameters
�T params�� This table contains information of MIS� and ICCQ� for each query
in Q and information about the subsumers� subsumees and attributes for each class
of the integrated view�

�� calculate new implicitly cached�Q
T params
ICQ
ECQ
q�

�� Input	 Q � fq��� � ��qNg is the set of already made queries

�� T params is composed by�

� For each query p in Q� MIS�p� and ICCQ�p�

�� that are respectively the set of MIS calculated for each query in Q

�� and ICCQ�p� is the set of queries w such that p � MIS�w�

�� For each class c� ATTRIBUTES�c�� SUBSUMERS�c�


� and SUBSUMEES�c�� that are respectively the attributes of the class c�

	� the classes that subsume c and the classes subsumed by c

��� ECQ is the set of explicitly cached queries

��� ICQ is the set of implicitly cached queries

��� q is the new cached query

��� Output	 ICQ and ECQ sets

�� ECQ �� ECQ 
 fqg

��� if q � �c� then

��� ��add to ICQ all �r�c� such that � d��r�d� � �ICQ 
 ECQ� � d subsumes c���

��� for each r � ATTRIBUTES�c� do

�
� if � d � SUBSUMERS�c� � �r�d� � �ICQ 
 ECQ�

�	� then ICQ �� ICQ 
 f�r�c�g

��� �� The caching of a class description has implicitly cached an attribute ��
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��� candidates �� ICCQ�q�

��� while � p � candidates do

��� if � x � MIS�p� ��x � �c� � x � �ICQ 
 ECQ��

�� � �x � �r�c� � � d �d � SUBSUMERS�c� � �r�d� � �ICQ 
 ECQ����

��� then �� p is implicitly cached� the caching of a class description

��� or of an attribute has implicitly cached a class description�

��� p is added to ICQ and taken out from ECQ if it was in ��

�
� if p � ECQ then ECQ �� ECQ � fpg� ICQ �� ICQ 
 fpg

�	� else ICQ �� ICQ 
 fpg

��� �� add to ICQ all �r�p� such that �r�d� � �Q 
 q� � d subsumes p ��

��� for each r � ATTRIBUTES�p� do

��� if � d � SUBSUMERS�p� � �r�d� � �ICQ 
 ECQ�

��� then ICQ �� ICQ 
 f�r�p�g

�� candidates �� candidates 
 ICCQ�p� � fpg

��� end while

��� if q � �r�c� then

��� �� add to ICQ all �r�d� s� t� � d �d � ICQ 
 ECQ � c subsumes d� ��

�
� for each d � SUBSUMEES�c� do

�	� if d � ECQ 
 ICQ � r � ATTRIBUTES�d� then

�� �� The caching of an attribute has implicitly cached

�� that attribute for another class description ��

�� if �r�d� � ECQ

�� then ECQ �� ECQ � f�r�d�g� ICQ �� ICQ 
 f�r�d�g

� else ICQ �� ICQ 
 f�r�d�g

�� return�ICQ�ECQ�

The complexity of this algorithm is also polynomial in the size of the number of
queries in Q because there cannot be a greater number of candidates than queries
in Q� This is true because there are not cycles in the knowledge base� that is� if
p � ICCQ�q� then q �� ICCQ�p�� where p� is recursively a candidate to be implicitly
cached by q�

�� How to detect if a query is cached �cache completeness�

During the query processing it is necessary to detect if the query can be answered
with the data stored in the cache� that is� if the query is contained in the cache�
This veri�cation has to be as fast as possible because if the query is not cached it
must be answered from the underlying databases�
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This containment problem has been studied in other areas of computer science
such as hardware cache memories� virtual memory and bu�ering in operating sys�
tems� In those cases� to verify if the query �or the requested data� is contained in
the cache consists of checking if a memory address is in the hardware cache or if a
�le record is in the operating system bu�er� This can be done with a simple test�
but the containment problem for database queries is more complicated� because
queries are descriptions of data and it has to be proved that any data that veri�es
the description is in the cache� For example� suppose that in the cache there is infor�
mation about all the persons older than �
 and the next query is formulated� obtain
all the persons older than 
�� This query may be answered from the cache because
all the persons older than �� are older than �
 and therefore they are cached� In
general� to verify if a query is in the cache is not easy and it depends on the query
language and how the cached data are represented� and what is more� that veri�ca�
tion should be as fast as possible because much time cannot be spent to verify that
�nally the query is not cached� When the query language is the relational algebra
and the representation of the cached views is made with a graph structure� then
to verify if a query is cached� a matching process between the query graph and the
graph representing the cached views can be made� In �Roussopoulos� �	
� ���� they
propose a structure called logical access path schema and an integration algorithm
that could be used to detect if a view is cached� Luckily� when working with a DL
system� the classi�cation mechanism of classes can be used to verify if queries are
cached� If a query class is subsumed by the cached classes then it is true that the
instances of the query class are in the cache� However� that does not mean that
they can be identi�ed and that the query can be answered directly from the cache�
For example� suppose that all the instances of the class student are cached and that
the next query is formulated� obtain all the students that study at least �ve courses
�getall student and atleast��	studies��� In fact� it is true that all the instances of
student and atleast��	studies� are in the cache because all the instances of student
are cached� However it is not possible to answer the query unless the attribute
studies is also cached because it is not possible to distinguish which students study
at least � courses if the values for studies are not known �another possibility would
be that the class student and atleast��	studies� were cached��

The problem of verifying if a query can be answered completely with the contents
of the cache memory is similar to the problem of verifying if a query is implicitly
cached by the set of explicitly cached queries that was studied in section ��� The
di�erence now lies in that the query does not necessarily have to be in the set of
already asked queries Q�

The query q 	 �rf�r� for� getall C� and � � � and CN is cached �
�classes�MIS�q�� � ECQ 
 ICQ� �

��rl � �attributes�MIS�q�� 
 frg� �D ��rf�rl� for getall D � ECQ 
 ICQ�
� �D subsumes C� and � � � and CN ���
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The algorithm that detects if a query is cached is as follows�

�� is cached �q
ECQ
ICQ�

�� Input	 query q � �rf�rl� for� getall C� and � � � and CN

�� ECQ and ICQ that are already computed

� Output	 returns true if and only if q is cached

�� if � x � MIS�q� ��x � �c� � x � �ICQ 
 ECQ��

�� � �x � �r�c� � � d �d � SUBSUMERS�c� � �r�d� � �ICQ 
 ECQ����

�� � � d ��r�d� � �ICQ 
 ECQ� � d subsumes �C� and � � � and CN ��


� then return �true�

	� else return �false�

The complexity of this algorithm is also polynomial because it is based on verifying
if all the elements in the set MIS are already cached� that is� if all of them are in
the already computed ECQ or ICQ sets� This operation exploits the possibilities
o�ered by DL systems to calculate subsumption relationships�

It does not matter how the user formulates the query

getall teacher and student and atleast���	studies�
getall student and atleast���	studies� and teacher
getall teaching assistant and atleast���	studies�

getall super teaching assistant and atleast���	studies�

in which the algorithm calculates the MIS set �rst fsuper teaching assistant�
atleast����studies�g and makes the veri�cations only based on this set�

�� A general cost model for deciding the optimal set of queries to cache

Once it has been shown that it is possible to cache queries and the concept of
implicit caching� it is necessary to decide which queries are worth caching� To start
with� it will be better to cache�

�� frequently asked queries�

�� which are non�volatile� meaning that they are not frequently a�ected by updates
in the underlying databases�

�� with a high cost of answering from the underlying databases because they are
in far nodes or because the mapping information� �Go�ni et al�� �		�� is quite
complicated�

� and with a small size in order to occupy less in the cache� that is� with few
OIDs in the case of a class description or with few OIDs and attribute values
in the case of an attribute�
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Therefore� queries that are almost never�asked� which are very volatile� with a
low cost of retrieval and a large size should not be cached� But there are many
other queries in the middle of the road with di�erent probabilities of being asked�
di�erent probabilities of being updated and with di�erent costs and sizes� The idea
is to make a study of those queries that are worth caching taking into account
several parameters�

In �Arens and Knoblock� �		�� they present several principles that describe the
interesting data to cache when queries are being processed� These principles are to
cache classes a� that do not have a large size� b� whose descriptions are relatively
simple� c� that do not di�er too much from the original query and d� that can
be obtained without accessing other information sources than those required for
answering the query� Our cost model agrees with all these principles except the
second one� because we consider that classes with complex descriptions may be
cached in some cases� Moreover� they have focused on what data to cache when
a query is being processed and our study is about what data to cache when there
is not an active session� and therefore no queries are being asked� The goal is to
de�ne the cache memory valid for several sessions�

In the following subsection a set of parameters and the formulas that de�ne the
cost model are presented�

���� Parameters

Although it is usually accepted that statistical information on cardinalities of tables
and join selectivities in the component relational databases are not available to the
FDBS� it is possible that the FDBS may store its own statistics when queries are
made and cached� These statistics are stored in a table of parameters� The cost
model works with the following parameters for each query Qi�

� probability of asking for Qi� PQ�Qi��

By storing the number of times that a query has been formulated and the
number of total queries formulated then it can be considered that

PQ�Qi� �
�QiP
j �Qj

���

where �Qi is the number of times that the query Qi has been formulated�

� probability of updating the extension of Qi� PU �Qi��

It is not allowed in our FDBS to update the extension of the knowledge base by
using the language of the knowledge representation system because we consider
that this would interfere with the autonomy of the underlying databases� The
updates happen in a bottom�up way� updates in the underlying databases may
a�ect the extension of the knowledge base and� in particular� they may a�ect
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the consistency of the cached data� The probability of Qi to be a�ected by
some changes in the underlying databases is�

PU �Qi� �
�

�� � �QCACHEi �
���

where �QCACHEi is the number of times that Qi has been asked when it was in
the cache between an update and another one� It does not take into account the
time interval passed between an update and another one� nor does it consider
the number of updates� but it measures the volatility of the query depending
on how many times that cached query has been asked in that time interval
independently of how long it is�

� response time for Qi in the underlying databases� TDBS�Qi��

It can be considered as the average of all the previous response times for that
query� This parameter gives us important information about how complex the
queries are� if several databases have to be accessed or if the answer is too big
or the communication cost is high� etc�

� response time for Qi in the cache� TCACHE�Qi��

It can be considered as the average of response times for that query in the cache�

� time for storing Qi in the cache� TSTR�Qi��

Some update in a database may a�ect a cached query Qi that becomes incon�
sistent� In this case� it is necessary to cache it again	� TSTR�Qi� indicates that
time� and it can be also considered as the average of the times needed before�
Notice that TSTR�Qi� is the sum of the response time for Qi in the underlying
databases� TDBS�Qi�� and the time to store the answer in the cache�

���� Formulas

Based on these parameters� we de�ne the bene�t of having a query Qj in the cache�
G�Qj�� and its respective cost� C�Qj�� The bene�t is de�ned as

G�Qj� � � PQ�Qj� �TDBS�Qj�� TCACHE�Qj��� �  PU �Qj� TSTR�Qj��

���

In the equation � �TDBS�Qj��TCACHE�Qj�� is a factor that indicates the bene�t
of answering Qj from the cache instead of from the underlying databases� The more
times Qj is asked the more bene�t is gained because that factor is multiplied by
PQ�Qj�� However� it is possible that the answer for the query gets updated often
so queries with a great probability of being a�ected by updates and with a great
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cost of caching have to decrease the previous bene�t �PU �Qj�  TSTR�Qj��� The
constants � and � adjust the two previous factors�

Notice that with this bene�t function we try to optimize the response time instead
of the total communication work among nodes� It is known that optimization plans
are di�erent depending on the cost function to optimize� response time or total
communication work �Apers et al�� �	
���

The cost of having Qj in the cache is the space that occupies� that is

C�Qj� �

�
� if Qj is implicitly cached
jQj j in other case

��

where jQj j is the size of the query Qj � that is� it is the number of instances or role
values of the answer� It can be considered that it is its last size or the average of
the sizes� The implicitly cached queries de�ned in subsection �� do not have a cost
�C�Qj���� but do have a bene�t G�Qj��

Once we know how to evaluate the cost and bene�t of a cached query� we are
ready to introduce the cost model for the cache� Supposing that the values of the
parameters de�ned in subsection ��� are known for the set of all already asked
queries
 Q � fQ�� Q�� � � � � QNg and that the maximum size for the cache memory
is M � what we need to �nd is the set of explicitly cached queries ECQ � Q such
that the following formula is maximized�

BENEFIT �ECQ� � G�ECQ 
 ICQ� �
X

Qj��ECQ�ICQ�

G�Qj� ���

ensuring that the cost of the cache remains smaller than a threshold

COST �ECQ� � C�ECQ� �
X

Qj�ECQ

C�Qj� �
X

Qj�ECQ

jQj j �M ���

and also for any combination of classes

���� Method to �nd the optimal set of queries to cache

In �Roussopoulos� �	
� ���� it is described an algorithm for a similar problem� to
�nd the set of optimal indexed views with a total size less than a given one which is
also an allocation problem� Its complexity is NP�complete but an almost optimal
solution can be found by using an algorithm based on the A� and in the Knapsack
algorithm �Sahni� �	���� However this algorithm is not appropriated in our case
because it has the following restriction� all the base relations must be indexed and
a view can be indexed only if it is based on other indexed views or base relations� In
our case� it is possible to cache a class description where non�cached classes appear�
For example� it is possible to cache getall teacher and student and not to cache either
getall student or getall teacher� Therefore� the classes that appear in the knowledge
base do not necessarily have to be cached� Moreover� our algorithm must take into
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account and calculate the set of implicitly cached queries corresponding to the set of
explicitly cached queries� For that� it does not use the de�nition of ICQ explained
in Section �� but it calculates ICQ incrementally as explained in section ��

In �Sellis� �	
�� it is also described a similar process for �nding an optimal set
of relational queries to cache� In this case� to cache a relational query it is not
required to have cached all the relations or views upon which it is based� However�
a relational query is considered independent of the others and so� it does not take
into account that some queries include others as is done in our case with the implicit
caching notion�

In our case� the algorithm to �nd the optimal set of queries to cache is a search
algorithm where each state S is a quadruple �ECQ� ICQ� B� C�� In fact� the only
relevant element is ECQ because the others depend on it�

At this point� we should say that it calculates the set of queries to cache without
knowing exactly what the real sequence of the future queries is� It is obvious that
only by knowing this real sequence of all the queries to be made can one calculate
the optimal set before the next query is made� Therefore our notion of optimal set
is the next one� we cache the set that would minimize the response time for the set
of queries that might be asked in the next sessions�

ECQ � Q is the set of explicitly cached queries at that moment�
ICQ � Q is the set of implicitly cached queries� ICQ � ICQ�ECQ�
B is the bene�t� B � G�ECQ 
 ICQ� �

P
Qj��ECQ�ICQ�G�Qj�

C is the cost� C � C�ECQ� �
P
Qj�ECQ

jQj j �M

A naive and very time consuming approach for this algorithm could check all
the possible states and �nd the optimal sets� However� an algorithm based on
the A� algorithm can reduce considerably the search space although �nding the
optimal sets is not guaranteed� This algorithm maintains the list of states ordered
in decreasing order of bene�t B and eliminates the states where there exists another
state with smaller cost and greater bene�t� The main steps for this algorithm based
on the A� are�


�� create the initial state
��� while exists a state S not visited yet
��
�� build the new states resulting from adding a new query to the ECQ
and calculate the new ICQ� bene�t B and cost C
����� order the list of states by decreasing order of bene�t B
���� eliminate the states �ECQ�� ICQ�� B�� C�� where there exists another state
�ECQ�� ICQ�� B�� C�� with smaller cost �C� � C�	 and greater bene�t �B� � B�	

The advantage of this algorithm over the exhaustive search algorithm is that it
calculates the optimal sets much more e�ciently� As a disadvantage� this algorithm
may eliminate states that reach an optimal set and that cannot be reached in
another way� Therefore� the algorithm based on the A� may �nd quasi�optimal
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solutions instead of optimal ones� The algorithm gives priority to solutions that
include queries with great bene�t and small cost� Queries with greater cost may
only shift the previous ones if they implicitly cache other queries and the total ratio
cost�bene�t is better�

There exists an intermediate variant� an algorithm that �nds the optimal sets
without scanning all the possible subsets of queries as in the case of the A� approach�
but ensuring that states that reach an optimal set are not deleted� This algorithm
only eliminates the states �ECQ�� ICQ�� B�� C�� where there exists another state
�ECQ�� ICQ�� B�� C�� with smaller cost �C� � C�� and with a bene�t B� greater
than the maximum bene�t that can be obtained from ECQ�� that is� the bene�t of
all the queries that are candidates to be implicitly cached by ECQ�� In section ���
we show some experiments that compare the di�erent versions of the algorithm
explained in this section�

De�nition	 The maximum bene�t of a set of Explicitly Cached Queries ECQ is the
bene�t that could be obtained from ECQ if all the queries which were candidates
for implicit caching were e�ectively implicitly cached plus the bene�t of ECQ�

MAXIMUM BENEFIT �ECQ� � G�ECQ 
 ICCQ� �
X

Qj��ECQ�ICCQ�

G�Qj� ���

Theorem	 Let S� � �ECQ�� ICQ�� B�� C�� and S� � �ECQ�� ICQ�� B�� C�� be
two states such that �C� � C�� and �B� � MAXIMUM BENEFIT �ECQ���
then the state S� can be eliminated without losing possibilities of �nding an optimal
set S� � �ECQ�� ICQ�� B�� C��

In the appendix B we present the proof of this theorem�

���� Static and dynamic cache	 replacement policies

It is possible that the process that calculates the queries worth caching decides not
to cache the last formulated queries because their probabilities of being asked are
not great or because they are very volatile� However� the work with a knowledge
base is usually made in sessions where one loads it� queries the system and ends
the session� Therefore� it is quite possible that one of the most recently formulated
queries is done again in the same session �although in all other sessions it is not
usually asked�� This is as if the probability of asking for Qi in the same session
�the parameter PQ�Qi�� were greater� Moreover� as said in Section ���� the process
that calculates the queries worth caching is expensive and cannot be executed each
time a query is formulated�

For the previous two reasons �the probabilities of repeating queries previously
made during a session are greater and the algorithm for calculating optimal queries
worth caching is expensive� we use a di�erent replacement policy inside a session of
the general replacement policy that �nds the optimal queries to be cached for any
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session� This feature implies that we distinguish between the static cache and the
dynamic one� In the dynamic cache� for those queries formulated within a session�
the replacement strategy is the LRU �the Least Recently Used query is eliminated
when space is needed�� When the session is over and no one is working with
the FDBS or when the system is not overloaded �at night� for example� then the
algorithm explained in Section ��� can be computed and the content of the static
cache recomputed� It is possible that the queries formulated in the last sessions
have changed the values of the parameters and some queries get into the static
memory because any time a query is formulated the parameters are updated�

Although we are referring to a static and a dynamic cache� it is the same in fact�
It is good to have a space for the dynamic cache so that the static does not change
whenever a query is formulated in a session� Furthermore� the size of the cache does
not have to be absolutely �xed because the cached data are stored in the extension
of the knowledge base� Therefore� it is possible to exceed the size of the cache in a
session and not to deallocate some of the last queries when a query has to be loaded
into the dynamic cache� But if the performance of the cache starts to degrade it is
better to deallocate queries�

In summary� there are two di�erent replacement policies� a static one that tries
to cache the optimal queries for any session and which is applied between sessions�
and a dynamic one that tries to cache the last queries made within a session and
which is applied only within the session�

���� Initial state for the static cache� How to obtain the parameter
values�

What is the set Q of already asked queries when no query has been made� In other
words� how to initialize the set Q� Initially� if the knowledge base is formed by the
classes fC�� � � ��CNg and the attributes fr��� � ��rMg� then Q can be composed of the
queries that ask for any class and for any attribute�
Q � fgetall C�	� � �	getall CN 	�rf�r�� for� getall C

�
�	� � �	�rf�rM � for� getall C�Mg

These queries are formulated and the parameter values annotated in the table
of parameters� Hereafter� any query formulated to the system will be added to Q
with its corresponding parameter values� The class description of the query will
be declared as a new class of the knowledge base with name Cnew �not visible
to the user� and it will be added to the table with the following values for the
parameters� �Qnew � �� �QCACHE

new � � and with the obtained values for jQnewj�
TDBS � TCACHE and TSTR� Although we could start with an empty cache before
the �rst session� since all the initial parameter values have been obtained �this is
the important point here� to have real values in the parameters so that the method
works� there is not a great added cost if we load the cache memory with the queries
calculated by the algorithm� This will increase the possibilities of not accessing the
underlying databases during the �rst sessions� However� the fact of starting with an
initial empty cache or with a non�empty cache will not a�ect the optimal contents
of the cache memory once the system has been in use for a long time�
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Table �� Several executions of the dierent versions of the algorithm

Version � Version � Version �

�Q G C CPU �s� �States G C CPU �s� �States G C CPU �s� �States

�� ��� ��� �� 	
 ��� ��� � �� ��� ��� �
 


�� ��� ��	 ��
 �� ��	 �
 �� � ��� ��	 ��� �	
�� ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��	 � ��� ��� ��� ��
�� �� ��	 �� ��� �� ��	 �� 	� �� ��	 ��� �
�	 �� ��� 
� ��� �� ��� ��� �� �� ��� ��� �
�
�	 ��� ��� �� ��	 ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� �� �

�	 ��
 �� 
�� ��� ��
 �� ��� �� ��
 �� �	� ��
�	 ��	 �� 	� ��� ��	 �� ��
 ��� ��	 �� �	� ��
�	 ��
 �� ��� �
	 ��
 �� �		 ��� ��
 �� 
�� ��

�� ��� �� ��� �� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� �� 
�� ���

� Application of the method and experimental results

In this section two kinds of experiments are presented� The �rst one shows several
executions of the di�erent versions of the algorithm that calculates the optimal sets
of queries to be cached� Moreover� executions with one of these versions are shown
more in detail� The second one shows how the cache is reevaluated between sessions
and how some queries may get in or get out the static cache�

��� Execution of the algorithm

The content of the static cache depends on the parameter values for the queries�
The more the system is used the more queries and parameter values for these queries
will be known and the more accurate will be the selection of the best queries to
cache�

As explained in Section ���� we have implemented three di�erent versions for
the algorithm that calculate the set of optimal queries� Version � evaluates all
the possible states� Version � eliminates the states with more cost and less bene�t
and Version � eliminates the states with more cost and less maximum bene�t� We
have executed these versions with di�erent sets of queries �formulated over the
knowledge base of Table �� and parameter values� and we have seen that� on the
one hand� Version � of the algorithm is the fastest one because it eliminates more
states and Version � is the slowest one �see Table ��� This happens because the
veri�cation needed to eliminate a state in Version � is expensive� and states are
seldom eliminated� On the other hand� Version � generates many times the same
optimal sets as the other versions�

Hereafter� we use Version � because it is the fastest one and obtains solutions close
to the optimal� In Table  the optimal sets of queries to be cached are shown� These
sets correspond to the second execution of Version � of the algorithm in Table �
where the set Q is formed by �� queries� In this experiment� the maximum size for
the cache has been ��� OIDs or attribute values� and the bene�ts and costs�� for
the di�erent queries are in the table �columns G and C�� The rest of the columns
�S� to S�� show the �rst six �of a total of twenty� optimal sets of cached queries�
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Table �� Optimal sets of queries depending on the cost�

Query Q G C S� S� S� S S
 S	

q�� rf�creds� for getall course �� �� E E E
q�� rf�depart� for getall course �� ��
q�� rf�name� for getall course ����� �� E E E E E E
q�� rf�studies� for getall student ����� 


q� rf�teaches to� for getall teacher ���
 ���	
q
� rf�teaches� for getall teacher �� 
� E
q	� rf�title� for getall teacher �� ��
q�� rf�degree� for getall teacher �� ��
q�� rf�address� for getall person 	��
 ���	
q�� rf�name� for getall person ���
 ���	
q��� getall lucky teacher �� �	 I E E E E
q��� getall super student �
 
 E E E E E E
q��� getall teaching assistant �� �� E E E E E E
q��� getall teacher ���
 �� E E E E
q�� getall student �
 ����
q�
� getall person ���
 ���	
q�	� getall course �� �� I I I I I I
q��� getall student and atleast����studies�

and teacher �� 
 E E E E E E
q��� getall course and depart� cs �� �� E E E E E E
q��� getall student and atleast����studies� ��� � E E E E E E
q��� getall teacher and title� prof ��� � E E E E E E

COST �
 ��� ��� �	
 �� ���
BENEFIT ��	 ��� ��� �� ��� ��


We show the inputs �excluding the values for the parameters� and the outputs
�excluding the optimal sets with cost less than ���� to the algorithm only for this
case in order to not enlarge the presentation� The optimal set for a cost M is the
set Si with the greatest cost �the cost in the row labeled with COST� less than
or equal to M � In the row labeled with BENEFIT� the maximum bene�t for the
optimal set appears� For example� the optimal set for a cost �	� is S� because �
�
is the greatest cost less than or equal to �	� �see the row COST in the table��  E!
means that the query is explicitly cached and  I! means that it is implicitly cached�

��� Reevaluation of the static cache between sessions

In this subsection we present two tables that show mainly the dynamic behavior
of the cache memory� We have started by calculating the optimal set of queries
worth caching for the initial set of queries as explained in section ���� In Table ��
the column labeled with G� shows the bene�t�� for the initial set of queries �q� to
q���� Column G� contains the bene�ts for the initial set of queries plus some new
queries �q�� to q���� and columns G� and G contain the bene�ts for the set of
queries �q� to q��� that have been asked during several sessions �about �� queries
have been asked in 
 sessions�� Notice that the bene�ts have changed because some
queries have been repeated several times and new queries have been asked� Column
C shows the cost for the set of queries �q� to q���� In Table �� column S� shows the
set of optimal queries corresponding to the bene�t in column G� for a maximum
cache size of ��� OIDs or attribute values� Columns S�� S� and S show the sets
of optimal queries corresponding to the bene�ts in columns G�� G� and G for the
same size of cache� It can be seen that� among reevaluations of the static cache
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Table �� Queries with their costs and bene�ts�

Query Q G� G� G� G C

q�� rf�creds� for getall course 
�	 �� �� ��� ��
q�� rf�depart� for getall course 
�	 �� ��� ��� ��
q�� rf�name� for getall course ����� ����� ����� ���	 ��
q�� rf�studies� for getall student ��
�	 	��� �
��� �	��
 


q� rf�teaches to� for getall teacher ��	�� ���
 
��� ���� ���	
q
� rf�teaches� for getall teacher 
�	 �� �� ��� 
�
q	� rf�title� for getall teacher 
�	 �� �� 
�	 ��
q�� rf�degree� for getall teacher 
�	 �� �� ��� ��
q�� rf�address� for getall person ���� 		�� �� ���	 ���	
q�� rf�name� for getall person 
� ���
 ���� �	�� ���	
q��� getall lucky teacher 
�	 �� ��� ��� �	
q��� getall super student ���� ���� ���� ���� 

q��� getall teaching assistant 
�	 �� �� ��� ��
q��� getall teacher ���� �	�� ���� ���� ��
q�� getall student � ���� ���
 ��� ����
q�
� getall person �	�� ���
 ��� 
�	 ���	
q�	� getall course 
�	 �� �� ��� ��
q��� getall student and atleast����studies� and teacher �� �� ��� 

q��� getall course and depart� cs �� �� ��� ��
q��� getall student and atleast����studies� ��� �� ��� �
q��� getall teacher and title� prof ��� ���� ��� �
q��� rf�degree� for getall teacher and title� prof �� �� �
q��� getall teacher and title� assoc �� ��� �
q��� getall teacher and title� assis �� ��� ��
q�� getall student and atleast��
�studies� �� ��� �
q�
� rf�studies� for getall student and atleast����studies� �� ��� �

memory� some queries leave the static cache in S �for example� q��� others arrive in
the cache� specially the new queries because they usually take longer to be retrieved
and their size is not too great�

�� Conclusions

Query processing in federated database systems is a very important topic to which
a great research e�ort is being dedicated nowadays� In this paper we have presented
an approach that allows the federated database query processing performance to be
increased by de�ning an optimal cache� Working with this cache some accesses to
the underlying databases can be avoided� Moreover� it has been explained how it
can be veri�ed whether a user�formulated query can be answered completely with
the contents of the cache memory taking for that the advantage of the classi�cation
mechanism provided by the DL systems�

Two types of objects are stored in the cache� identi�ers of the instances of a
class description �OIDs�� not necessarily of instances of entire classes� and attribute
values for each instance of a class description� Both types are represented as queries�
It has been shown that some explicitly cached queries can implicitly cache others�
In order to select the optimal set of queries to be cached a cost model has been
de�ned� This cost model is based on some parameter values that are obtained
from the statistics that our Federated Database System stores when queries are
formulated and answered� Furthermore� once a cache is built it does not remain
static forever� On the contrary� the de�ned approach permits the feedback of the
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Table 
� Optimal sets for the example

Query Q S� S� S� S

q� E E E
q� E E E
q� E E E E
q�
q
q
 E E E
q	 E
q�
q�
q�
q�� I I I E
q�� E E E E
q�� E E E
q�� E E E E
q�
q�

q�	 E E E E
q�� � I I E
q�� � E I I
q�� � E E I
q�� � E E I
q�� � � E E
q�� � � E I
q�� � � E I
q� � � E I
q�
 � � E E

Note� ��� means that the query does not belong to the S set

cache according to changes on the user requirements or in the implementation
features of the underlying databases�

Two kinds of experiments have been presented� The �rst one compares the per�
formance of the di�erent versions of the algorithm that calculates the optimal sets
of queries to be cached� The second one shows how the cache is reevaluated among
sessions varying the queries that are stored in it�
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Appendix A

Equivalence between the class description and the Most Immediate Su�
perclasses �MIS�

Theorem � The class description C� and � � � and CN is semantically equivalent
to the intersection of all the immediate superclasses D� and � � � and DM �

Proof	

� D� and � � � and DM subsumes C� and � � � and CN
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�i�Di � MIS� �

�i�Di subsumes C� and � � � and CN � �

�i �C� and � � � and CN � Di� �

C� and � � � and CN � D� and � � � and DM �

D� and � � � and DM subsumes C� and � � � and CN

� C� and � � � and CN subsumes D� and � � � and DM

By de�nition of the MIS set then �i�Ci veri�es f�g or f�g�

f�g Ci �MIS � �j�Ci � Dj� � Ci subsumes D� and � � � and DM

f�g �E�E �MIS � Ci subsumes E� �

�j�Dj �MIS � Ci subsumes Dj� �

Ci subsumes D� and � � � and DM

Therefore

�i�Ci subsumes D� and � � � and DM � �

C� and � � � and CN subsumes D� and � � � and DM

Appendix B

Proof of the theorem of section ���

Theorem � Let S� � �ECQ�� ICQ�� B�� C�� and S� � �ECQ�� ICQ�� B�� C�� be
two states such that �C� � C�� and �B� � MAXIMUM BENEFIT �ECQ���
then the state S� can be eliminated without losing possibilities of �nding an optimal
set S� � �ECQ�� ICQ�� B�� C��

Proof	 Let us examine the two following cases �see Figure B����

The theorem states that if S� is a state with cost greater than the cost of S� and
that the maximum bene�t that can be obtained from S� is smaller than the bene�t
corresponding to S�� then S� can be eliminated because the optimal solution can
be reached in another way� If the optimal solution does not include S� �case a�
then S� can be eliminated because it does not impede to get the optimal� When
the optimal solution includes S�� then it is not possible that elements of S� are not
in the optimal �case b��� and therefore the optimal can be obtained from the state
formed by these common elements of S� and the optimal�
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ECQ2

ECQ*

ECQ2

ECQ*

ECQ1

ECQ*

ECQ2

ECQ2

ECQ* ECQ2

ECQ*
ECQ1

Case a) Case b)
Case b.1) Case b.2)

Figure B�	� Dierent relationships between ECQ�� ECQ� and ECQ�

� Case a� ECQ� �� ECQ�

then ECQ� cannot be reached through ECQ� and therefore state E� can be
eliminated�

� Case b� ECQ� � ECQ�

then one of the two following cases can happen �see also Figure B����

� Case b��� ECQ� � ECQ� �� �

then the optimum E� can be reached from the state S�! with �ECQ� �
ECQ�� as the set of explicitly cached queries� S�! is not eliminated because
C�S��� � C�

� Case b��� ECQ� � ECQ� � �

This case is not possible because there would be a contradiction� the state
S� would be strictly better than the optimum S��

S� � �ECQ�� ICQ�� B�� C�� where

ECQ� � �ECQ� � ECQ�� 
 ECQ�

ICQ� � ICQ��ECQ� � ECQ�� 
 ECQ��

B� � G�ECQ� 
 ICQ��

C� � C�ECQ��

� The cost of S� is smaller than the cost of S��
C� � C��ECQ� � ECQ�� 
 ECQ��
� C�ECQ� � ECQ�� � C�ECQ�� �by ����
� C�ECQ��� C�ECQ�� � C�ECQ�� �by ����
� C�ECQ�� � C� �by ����

� The bene�t of S� is greater than the bene�t of S��
B� � G�ECQ� 
 ICQ��
� G��ECQ� � ECQ�� 
 ECQ� 
 ICQ��ECQ� � ECQ�� 
 ECQ���
� G��ECQ��ECQ��
ECQ�
ICQ�ECQ��ECQ��
ICQ�ECQ��� �by
���
� G��ECQ��ECQ��
ICQ�ECQ��ECQ��� �G�ECQ�
ICQ�ECQ���
�by ����
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� G��ECQ��ECQ��
ICQ�ECQ��ECQ����G�ECQ�
ICCQ�ECQ���
�by ����
� G��ECQ� � ECQ�� 
 ICQ�ECQ� � ECQ�� 
 ECQ� 
 ICCQ�ECQ���
�by ����
� G�ECQ� 
 ICQ�ECQ� � ECQ�� 
 ICCQ�ECQ��� �by �
��
� G�ECQ� 
 ICQ��ECQ� � ECQ�� 
 ECQ��� �by �	��
� G�ECQ� 
 ICQ�ECQ��� � B� �by �
��

��� A � B � � � C�A 
 B� � C�A� � C�B�
��� C�A �B� � C�A�� C�B�
��� �C� � C�� 	 �C�ECQ�� � C�ECQ���
�� ICQ�A� 
 ICQ�B� � ICQ�A 
 B�

C � D � G�D� � G�C�
��� A � B � � � G�A 
 B� � G�A� �G�B�

A � B � � � ICQ�A� � ICQ�B� � �
ECQ� � �ECQ� � ECQ�� � �

��� G�ECQ� 
 ICCQ�ECQ��� � G�ECQ� 
 ICQ�ECQ���
��� G�A� �G�B� � G�A 
 B�
�
� �A�B� 
 B � A
�	� ICQ�A 
 B� � ICQ�A� 
 ICCQ�B�

Notes

�� Other authors consider that only some federated databases provide an integrated view
�Bell and Grimson� ����
� they call them tightly coupled federated databases�

�� Although they all use the same data model� semantic heterogeneity still can remain�

�� Also known as Terminological Logics or based on KL�ONE �Borgida et al�� �����
Peltason et al�� ����
�

�� The general form of a query is� �self�� � ��rf�attribute�� � �� for getall class description where
class description de�nes the necessary and su�cient conditions that the instances that form the
answer verify� Those conditions are a conjunction of class names and attribute restrictions� The
keyword self means to get the OID�s of the class description and rf�attribute� means to project
the attribute values for that class description� And �nally� �self � for getall class description is
equivalent to getall class description�

�� Within the algorithm� the MIS set for a de�ned class has the next restriction� that de�ned
class cannot form part of the MIS set�

�� The set ICCQ for the query p is calculated in this way� ICCQ�p
 � fwjp � MIS�w
g� It is
the ICCQ corresponding to ECQ � fpg�

	� When dealing with FDBS it is necessary to de�ne linking information between the integrated
view and the underlying databases� We have given this linking information the name mapping
information�
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�� We consider that when a query becomes inconsistent then the whole query has to be cached
again� although one component of our FDBS can detect changes in component databases and
allows for incremental updates in the cache�

�� If the set Q were too huge� then the queries with smallest probabilities of being asked could
be deleted from the set Q as if there were�never asked queries�

��� It is needed to know the set ICCQ corresponding to the set ECQ� Although the set ICCQ
corresponding to a query is precomputed� the set ICCQ corresponding to a set of queries has
to be calculated as the union of all the ICCQ sets of each query in ECQ and� recursively� the
union of all the ICCQ sets of each query of the union that is being calculated�

��� In this paper� we consider that the cost of each query is the number of OIDs or attribute values
in the answer�

���The bene�t is calculated from the parameter values as explained in Section ����
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